Introduction. Let X be a Banach space and T a linear bounded operator acting in X. It is known that if T is invertible and Tn is a spectral operator for some natural number n, then T is spectral (see [9] ).
Our principal result (Theorem 2.1) is a sufficient (and evidently necessary) condition for T to be a spectral operator when Tn is spectral.
1. Throughout we shall denote byXa Banach space and by £(X) the algebra of all linear bounded operators acting in X. N resp. A will be the set of all natural resp. complex numbers. The field of all Borel subsets of A will be denoted by 03. For nEN, aE<$> we shall write alln for the set {X: X£A, Xn£<r}. For any Ogr we shall denote Ar={X:X£A, r<|X| J. Lemma 1.1. Let a, tE®> and n, mEN be two relatively prime numbers. 1/ we have |arg X -arg p\ <2ir/mn /or any X, pEa'Ur, \p^0, then the equality (am)llmr\(Tn)lln = <rf"V holds. It follows that | arg X -arg p.\ =(2ir/mn)\kn -rm\ <2ir/mn; thus \kn -rm\ =0. Since m and n are relatively prime the last inequality implies k=r = 0 thus f = \ = pEaC\r which proves our lemma. Let us now suppose that Tm and Tn are spectral operators, m, nEN, with the spectral measures F and respectively G. For any O^r the subspace Xr = F(Ar»»)X is ultra-invariant for T (that is invariant for all operators commuting with T) as a consequence of the properties of F. For any 0<r the operator T\ Xr is invertible and since (T\ Xr)m = Tm\ Xr is spectral, it follows that T\ XT is spectral [9] . Let ET be the spectral measure of P| Xr. Lemma 1.2. Let m, nEN be two relatively prime numbers such that Tm and Tn are spectral operators and 0^a<fi^2ir, fi-a^2ir/mn.
If A = {X: XGA\{0}, a^arg X</3}, then the map EA, defined by the
is a homomorphic map of 03 into a Boolean algebra of projection operators in X with the identity Ea iA). EA(tr) is strongly countably additive as a function of a.
Proof.
It is easily seen that we have F(Ar">) =G(Ar") for any O^r. Now by Theorem 2.4.1 of [3] , the operators Tm\X" Tn\XT are spectral since XT is an ultra-invariant subspace for T and henceforth for Tm and T". Also by the same theorem the spectral measures of these operators are F| Xr and G\ Xr. Now if 0<r, the operator F| Xr is spectral, and by Lemma 6 [5] , the spectral measure of iT\Xr)m, iT\Xr)n is a->ET(jllm)\XT and respectively a->Eri<rlln) | Xr.
Using the equality Tk\ Xr= (T\ XT)k for any kEN and the uniqueness of the spectral measure of a spectral operator we obtain for any It follows that X is the direct sum mn mn
X~Y®@Xk, T= (T\ Y) ®(B(T\Xt). k=0 k=0
We have o-(P| F)C{o}; thus P| Y is a spectral operator. Also EAk\ Xk is a resolution of the identity for P| Xk. Indeed, if we denote Ek =EAt\ Xk, we have evidently £*(<r)(P| Xk) = (P| Xk)Ek(a) and also o((T\Xk)m\Ek(o-)Xk)E(ir\Ak)™,a((T\Xky\Ek(a)Xk)E(tr\Ak)n.
By the spectral mapping theorem [4] and Lemma 1.1 we obtain *((T\Xk)\Ek(<r)Xk)E*.
Using Lemma 1.2 it results that T\Xk is a spectral operator (see [4] ). Thus Pis a spectral operator as the direct sum of spectral operators. Theorem 2.2. In the hypothesis 0/ Theorem 2.1, i/ Tm is 0/ scalar type then T is a spectral operator 0/ finite type. Let S be its scalar part and Q its nilpotent part. Then we have SQ = QS -0, Qm = 0. Proof .
By the preceding theorem we have T = S+Q where S is of scalar type and Q a generalised nilpotent. Let E be the spectral measure of T. Since Tm is scalar we have Tm = Sm, and r|E(Ar)A" is also scalar [9] . From the equality TF(Ar)=SF(Ar)+QF(Ar) it results that QF(AT)=0 is the radical part of T\ F(Ar). Consequently Q = QF({0}).
It follows that SQ = QS = SF({0})Q = 0, Sm=Tm = Sm+Qm. Thus Qm = 0.
